Abstract
Introduction
A social network is typically modeled as a graph of people nodes connected through friend relationships or interactions among people. Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter are popular social networks that not only serve as a meeting point but also an important medium for the spread of information and influences among its members. An important property of social influence is the dynamics in terms of how influence evolves and which type of influence makes fast and persistent inroads into the population of the network or dies out quickly. Can we statistically compute social influence and understand quantitatively or qualitatively to what extent people are likely to be influenced by the opinion, the action, or the decision of their friends, friends of friends, or acquaintances? An in-depth understanding of such social influence and the diffusion process of such social influence will help us better address the question: to what extent the 'word of mouth' effects will take hold (i.e., one is being influenced by the social networks to which it belongs) on social networks.
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Topological Diffusion Model
An intuitive approach to study the process of influence diffusion over social networks is the topological diffusion model. It examines how the spread of influence is carried out through the topological relationships among people nodes in a social network. For example, Kempe [11] characterizes the state of art influence research in social sciences into two basic diffusion models: Linear Threshold model (LT) and Independent Cascade model (IC). Both models classify people nodes into active and inactive. Given network G == (V, E), LT model [3, 10, 11, 14, 16] Then we set a system defined threshold ewhich will be used to determine if a node switches from being inactive to active. An inactive node v can be switched to active when the total weight L: w (u, v) is greater than or equal to e, where u is one of active neighbors of v. This process repeats on each newly activated node in V. In contrast, IC model [8, 9, 11] uses a probabilistic approach. A newly activated node u is given one chance to activate its inactive neighbor nodes with a probability Pu,v. This process repeats until no more activation is possible (reaching convergence). In addition to two models, heat diffusion has been studied as another basic topological diffusion model. Mutual influence can readily be modeled as a heat diffusion process [12, 13, 19] . At initial time to, all nodes has zero heat.
In a social network of n nodes, one node Vi is selected and given some amount of heat. At t 1, vi diffuses its heat to all of its neighbors equally. At t2, nodes with non-zero heat diffuse their heat to their neighbors. This routine repeats for a certain time period t. Then we know how many nodes are influenced from Vi by counting the number of nodes whose heat value is greater than or equal to a system defined value. By repeating this process for all n nodes, we find the influence of each node.
Problems with Topological Diffusion Models
Most of the existing social influence models, to the best of our knowledge, define the influence diffusion solely based on the topological connectivity of social network nodes. We argue that social influence among people is not only determined by the social connectivity but also the amount of activities carried out by a node and the volume of interactions between two social network nodes. It is evident in real world that those people that have more activities in social network typically have higher level of social influence on their neighbor nodes and the friends of their friends than those who are significantly less active. In addition, two people who interact more frequently in a social network will have higher influence on each other than two people who have not had many interactions. Bearing these observations in mind, we design and develop an activity-based social influence model and a suite of activity-based influence ranking algorithms.
Related Work
TwitterRank [18] measures the influence by taking into account both the topical similarity between users and the link structure. On the other hand, Anger [1] reveals that highly reciprocal social network structure cannot be observed with the top 10 Twitter users in Austria. This is due to the asymmetric phenomenon of social influence. The most popular super hubs are followed by many users, but the super hubs are seldomly following those users who are their followers.
Ma et al [13] and Bao et al [2] studied social influence in terms of the heat diffusion phenomena such that the influence spreading over the social network can be modeled as heat flowing along the links from a social network node to another at some diffusion rate. After several iterations of such topological heat diffusion, those users who spread heat most are selected as the most influential nodes in the give social network. Unfortunately, the heat diffusion process utilizes only the topological structure of the given social network. As a result, social network nodes with less neighbor but more activities will receive lower ranking values.
ACTIVITY!NFLUENCE Model

Social Network Attributes
Intuitively, social network nodes that have much more activities typically have higher level of social influence on their neighbor nodes than those that are significantly less active even though they may have larger number of friends (neighbor nodes) and thus higher node degree. Thus, the number of activities that a node has performed should be an important indicator of social influence in addition to topological structure of nodes.
Furthermore, we argued that one pair of social network nodes that interact more frequently will have higher social influence on each other than another pair of nodes that have significantly fewer interactions recently. This leads us to introduce the number of interactive activities between two nodes as another important indicator of social influence. We call the activities performed at each node the non-interactive activities and the activities performed via interactions between a pair of nodes the interactive activities in this paper.
As a final remark, we would like to point out the importance of asymmetric influence between a pair of social network nodes. In the context of topology based social influence model, the simplest way of constructing a social network graph is to create a vertex for each user and connect two vertices if any two users are friends. All the edges have an equal weight and thus the edge weight is insignificant. This approach assumes that influence is symmetric between two nodes. However, the equality of influence between a pair of nodes does not always exist in real world. The social influence between a pair of social network nodes are not symmetric, no matter whether the two nodes are mutual friends or one is a follower of another. For example, a user s is a famous singer and f is one of her fans. Then f is keen on being informed about s's activities but not vice versa. Similarly, two friends sand f may not have equal influence on one another if f is less active and s is highly active in terms of conducting non-interactive and interactive activities. Number of Friends Measuring the social influence based on the number of friends is the easiest and the most common way. We refer to this type of social influence as popularity based or friendship based social influence to differentiate it from the general concept of social influence, which should capture both topological structure and activity based semantics of social network nodes. Indeed, highly influential people often have more followers than less or noninfluential people. Thus node degree (number of friends) is an important measure for computing social influence of nodes in a social network. However, the number of friends should not be used as the best and the only indicator of the level of influence. Some people report that they cannot reject friend requests from their clients [17] or they accept friend requests from even vaguely recognized people [4] to increase their popularity. Therefore, the influence diffusion model, which is based solely on the number of friends and the uniform distribution of influence among all friends of a node, will fail to capture how social influence is actually diffused in real life. Activities In reality, friendship is not the only contextual feature that most social network services provide. Users can post photos, videos, and reviews on any subject. For friends' posting, users can vote for 'like' or write a comment. We categorize user activities into two groups: interactive activities (such as comments on friends postings) and non-interactive activities (such as reviews on a product or tips for programming). Interactive activities are user activities that involves another social network node than self. Otherwise, activities are considered as non-interactive. For example, Alice posts a photo on her profile page. This activity is non-interactive because it involves only herself and no one else. If another social network node Bob leaves a comment on Alice's photo. Then this activity is an interactive activity between Bob and Alice because it involves two nodes in the social network. 
Heat Diffusion Kernel
Heat diffusion is a physical phenomenon such that heat always flows from an object with high temperature to an object with low temperature. In physics, the heat capacity is a thermodynamic property; i.e., the heat capacity is a measure of how much an intensive thermodynamic variable (temperature) changes when a small amount of energy is added or subtracted from the sample. Thermal conductivity is a transport property; the thermal conductivity, a, is the linear transport coefficient that relates a temperature gradient to a heat flux. In most cases of practical interest, the a is a tensor and is diagonal. The ratio of the thermal conductivity and heat capacity per unit volume, C, is the thermal diffusivity, D == ZJ. We can get a rough idea of the time t it takes for heat to diffuse some distance L from dimensional analysis and t is increasing with increase of Land decrease of D. Thus, the time scales of heat diffusion in practical situations varies enormously. In scientific studies, the relevant time scales of heat diffusion span an amazing 27 orders of magnitude. For example, some physicists study heat diffusion in thin films on 10 picosecond time scales and planetary scientists are concerned with the diffusion of heat on the time scale of billions of years.
In a large social network graph, heat diffusion kernel can be used to model to social influence diffusion process in the social network graph. Let G == (V, E) denote a social network graph where V == {VI, V2, ... , v n } is the set of vertices representing users and E == {(u, v) lu, V E V} is a set of edges representing friend relationship between users. Let a denote the thermal conductivity (the heat diffusion coefficient) on G. The heat on vertex Vi at time t is represented as a function Hi (t) and heat flows from a high temperature node to a low temperature node following the edges between vertices. On a directed graph, for the duration~t, Vi diffuses its heat, denoted by D Hi (~t), through its outgoing edges, and receives heat, denoted by RH i (~t), through its incoming edges. The heat at vertex Vi E V between t and t +~t is defined by the sum of the differences between the heat that it receives from, and the heat it diffuses to, all its neighbors, and is formulated as follows: (1) This formula shows that a number of factors impacts on Hi (t +~t) -Hi (t), including the heat conductivity a, the heat at vertex Vi, the duration of heat diffusion process~t, and the number of friends of Vi, denoted by die Each heat distribution medium has different heat conductivity a, which is a real number between 0 and 1. If a is approaching zero, then the medium barely transfer any heat. If a is approaching the upper bound of 1, it transfers heat without loss and the speed of heat diffusion is faster than when a is close to the lower bound of O. Each social network has different speed of information diffusion and so does each type of products or opinions. In this paper we set a to be 1 to allow us to focus more on the methods to define heat at a node and heat diffusion on weighted edges by taking the assumption that the more heat a social network node Vi has, the more heat Vi can diffuse.
The amount of heat transfer depends on the topology of graph, time of period, and the amount of heat at source node. If Vi is directly reachable from V j through an edge in E (Vj , Vi), then the more heat V j has, the more heat Vi receives, and the longer the heat diffusion process takes, the more heat Vi receives from its neighbors and V j diffuses to its neighbors. Lastly, the number of friends of Vi, denoted by d i , is the out-degree of vertex Vi, another important factor for influence diffusion. In the topology based heat diffusion model where heat at a vertex is uniformly distributed to all its neighbors, each neighbor node of Vi receives d l . of J heat that Vi diffuses. 
We can transform Eq. (5) as follows:
form as follows: 
where K is a n x n matrix whose element K (i, j) is defined as in Eq. (6) and H (t) is a column vector of size n defined in Eq. (7) . In this example n == 10.
otherwise where K denotes the heat diffusion kernel of G and H (0) denotes the initial heat distribution column vector at time zero on G. Eq. (9) defines the vertex's thermal capacity at time t by an exponential function H (t) with independent variable t for the initial heat source H (0). The matrix e atK is called the propagating heat diffusion kernel and can be represented as a Taylor series:
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Consider the example in Figure 2 (a), we have:
H2(t + f).t) -H2(t) =af).t(0.17Hl (t) -H2(t) + 0.25H4(t)) H3(t + f).t) -H3(t) =af).t(0.17Hl(t) -H3(t))
The above heat difference can be represented in a matrix
We can plug Eq. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1) then we have the following form: 
. Then we modify K as follows:
On the other hand, if there are only node interaction information and no node activity information, then DHi(~t) is the same as one in the topological heat diffusion. In concrete, we use DHi(~t) in Eq. (2) and RHi(~t) in Eq. (11):
Eq. (13) is transformed into matrix form as follows:
a/:}.tKH(t) (14) , where K is a n x n matrix as defined as follows: By plugging Eq. (11) and (12) into the heat difference during~t, defined in Eq. (1), we have the activity-based heat diffusion formula as follows:
Let I A ij denote the number of interactive activities from node Vi to its neighbor node Vj and N I Ai denote the number of non-interactive activities at node Vi. There are several ways one can extend the heat diffusion kernel to incorporate both interactive and non-interactive activities. We choose to extend the basic heat diffusion kernel in two steps.
First, we argue that non-interactive activities at node Vi may playa role as heat source. The more non-interactive activities a node Vi has performed, the more heat is added to Vi and consequently Vi is losing its heat at a slower pace in the diffusion process. Concretely, let N Ai denote the number of non-interactive activities at node Vi. We 
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Consider the example in Figure 1 , V2 has 80 interactions with VI shows the result of heat diffusion using Eq. (9) . Vs is selected as a heat source. x-axis is the time line and y-axis is the amount of heat at each node Vi. v4 and V6 are nodes that are I-hop away from Vs. They evenly receive heat from Vs. Thus their heat graphs are the same. 2-hop away nodes, VI, V2, V7, have less amount of heat than 1-hop away nodes but larger than 3 or more -hop away nodes. Although VI is 2-hop away node, it is receiving from three nodes. Thus its heat is higher than other two 2-hop away nodes. 
Activity-based Heat Diffusion 3.3.1 Design Guidelines
INFLUENCERANK, INFLUENCECOVERAGE Algorithms
In this section we design the INFLUENCECOVERAGE, which can measure the coverage of nodes that are influenced by a given user using the heat diffusion process. We can define the INFLUENCECOVERAGE of a node Vi by the coverage of the nodes that are influenced by Vi. Given INFLUENCECOVERAGE, we assign INFLUENCERANK by descending order of INFLUENCECOVERAGE. This can be directly applied to viral marketing scenarios where a limited budget is allocated to some new products. Therefore marketing candidates should be carefully selected so that the marketing efficiency can be maximized. Figure 4 shows the result of activity based heat diffusion process with information on both the number of interactive activities and the number of non-interactive activities. We set f3 to 0.5 in order to fully consider non-interactive activities. Each node receives the same heat as in Figure 3 (a) but they lose heat differently. The rate of heat loss in Figure  4 (b) is slower than the one in Figure 3(b) . Note that some users such as VI and V2 are actively posting once they are influenced by V4. and K is also defined as follows: Figure 3 (a) shows K as weights on edges computed using the above formula. Weights on Figure 3(a) is different from those in Figure 2 (a). Figure 3(b) shows activity based heat diffusion result. From the heat source Vs, V4 receives the largest amount of heat (83%) and its heat increases faster followed by V6, which receives 17% of Vs 's heat. Note that in Figure 2( titple reviews and decide to buy based on these multiple 13 return top-k Vi ordered by IICi I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ reviews. Therefore, we need an algorithm that uses multiple heat sources to conduct the social influence computation and influence ranking. of node coverage. Given k == 2, we denote a set of in-4 Vglobal +-Vi; fluenced users by VI as 10 1 . For example, given 10 1 == S while m < k do { VII, V12, V13 } , 10 2 == {VII, V12, V13, V14}, and 10 3 == 6 Instead of selecting top k nodes with the largesbs end individual INFLUENCECOVERAGE, the locally optimal ------------------------
Experiments
We performed experimental evaluations in order to show the performance and effectiveness of the activity-based social influence against topology-based heat diffusion. First of all, we explain how we collect datasets, what properties these datasets have, what the effects of parameters, and the performance of our approaches. Our results show that activity-based approach has larger coverage so that with limited marketing budges marketing companies maximize the advertising.
Datasets
We used datasets from three sources, DBLP [5] , Epinions [6] , and and Facebook [7] , to evaluate the effectiveness of our activity based social influence model and influence ranking algorithms. DBLP dataset provides bibliographic information on major computer science journals and proceedings. We parse DBLP data and extracted 5,000 authors and their co-authorship information. For example, if authors u and v wrote x number of papers together, then we create two edges el (u, v) and e2 (v, u) and set x as the number of interactive activities for both eland e2.
Epinions dataset, collected by Massa [15] , contains consumer reviews and trust networks. Epinions is a platform for people to share their experiences and to maintain a trust network. Customers will be influenced by reviews when they consider buying products. These reviews are displayed after filtered using users' trust network. For example, if users u and v made some reviews and user w likes u's reviews and does not v's reviews, then w creates a trust list by adding u and does a block list by adding v. Now Epinions displays u's reviews first and hides v's reviews for w. Epinions' dataset has 49,289 users, 664,824 reviews, and 487,181 trust statements after 5-week crawl in 2003. Given a user u and her x number of reviews, we construct a vertex u and set x as the number of non-interactive activities for the vertex u. If a user v adds a user u into a trust network, then we create an edge e(u, v).
Facebook is recognized by many as one of the largest social network services. Each user has her profile page where the owner can post photos, videos, and other owner specific information. For each posting, her friends can leave comments. When a user u posts photos, videos, or statuses, we consider it as non-interactive activities. When a user u leaves a comment on v's posting, then we consider it as an interactive activity. Given a user u and her x number of postings, we create a vertex u and set x as the number of non-interactive activities. Given a friendship between two users u and v, we create two edges el (u, v) and e2 (v, u) .
If node u has y number of comments on node v's posting, then we create an edge e (u, v) 
Effect of Various Parameters
In our activity-based model, we use parameters such as a heat conductivity, a, an acceptance threshold, e, an activity weight, /3, and initial heat, h o . Different settings of these parameters may significantly affect the heat diffusion process and consequently the influence computation result. Before assigning values for experiments, Figures 5(a) to (1) The heat conductivity, a, controls the speed of heat spread. Some social networks spread news or rumors quickly while others do not. By setting the value of a, we can mimic the speed of spread. The value of a is a real number between 0 and 1. If it is set to 0, heat will not be diffused at all. On the other hand, if a is set to 1, all of the heat at the heat source will be diffused to its neighbors without any loss. Figures 5(a) , 5(e), and 5(i) show how many users are influenced by top-k people while varying a from 0.2 to 1.0 for each dataset. As stated above, higher a value results in more influenced users because more heat will be diffused.
The activity weight, /3, regulates how much weight will be given for non-interactive activities. If it is set to 0, the number of non-interactive activities does not play a role at all on the heat diffusion process. Then each user loses their heat as proportional to time. If /3 is high, then a user loses heat with regard to her activities in posting. Figure   5U ) shows that higher /3 value results in larger number of influenced users because heat sources will lose their heat much slower, which means the amount of heat to diffuse decreases slower. Figure 5(b) shows that the total number of influenced users does not change significantly while varying /3. In the DBLP dataset, each node has no non-interactive activities. It has only interactive activities, which is coauthorship relation. Therefore, /3 does not affect the heat diffusion process. Each node loses its heat as the time goes by.
The acceptance threshold, e, is used to determine if a user is influenced or not. If Hi (t) is greater than or equal to e i , then we consider Vi is influenced by heat source users. e i value varies from 0 to 1. If it is low, more users will be influenced. Figures 5(c) , 5(g), and 5(k) show that when we decrease e, the number of influenced users increases.
Especially, for Facebook dataset, the number of influence users are increased 6 times more when we decrease efrom 0.6 to 0.2.
The next parameter we measure is the initial amount of In the following experiments, we initialize a as We compared activity-based heat diffusion with topology-based heat diffusion using three influence ranking criteria:
independent INFLUENCECOVERAGE(C1), locally optimal INFLUENCECOVERAGE(C2), and globally INFLUENCECOVERAGE(C3). For each experiment, we show that global influence ranking is the best top k influence ranking algorithm for selecting the top k nodes that have the overall maximal influence in terms of non-overlapping node coverage.
DBLP Dataset
Experiments on DBLP dataset has display some interesting results. The number of influenced people nodes based on the influence ranks computed by topology-based heat diffusion is larger than thatthe one by activity-based heat diffusion.
DBLP dataset has only interactive activities information. is distributed to other 9 neighbors evenly. In this case, Uj Therefore, the topology-based heat diffusion has larger number of influenced people as shown in Figure 5 (m). Experiments on DBLP dataset display some interesting results. The number of influenced nodes based on the influence ranks computed by topology-based heat diffusion is larger than that by activity-based heat diffusion.
Epinions Dataset
Experiments on Epinions dataset show that the actIvltybased approach has larger influence coverage than the topology-based approach.
Epinions dataset has noninteractive activities only. Therefore, users in Epinions dataset diffuse heat evenly to its neighbors like in the topological approach. However, the number of influenced people computed by the activity based heat diffusion approach is different from that by the topology-based approach due to the number of non-interactive activities. Users lose its heat at a slower rate based on the number of non-interactive activities, which is regulated by heat loss factor f3. Users with more non-interactive activities lose its heat much slower than the ones with smaller number of non-interactive activities. Thus the number of influenced people by using the activity-based approach is larger than that by the topologybased diffusion as shown in Figure 5 (n).
Facebook Dataset
Experiments on Facebook dataset show some of the most interesting results. Facebook dataset has both interactive and non-interactive activities. It is interesting to note that for each influence rank based top k selection criteria, the activity-based heat diffusion process influence more users for two reasons. First, in the topology-based approach, users lose heat based on the time period. On the other hand, in the activity-based approach, users loose heat based on the number of non-interactive activities. Thus, some users lose heat quickly while others lose slowly, which means these users have high amount of heat sources to diffuse. Second, users in Facebook dataset have much more non-interactive activities than the ones in Epinions dataset. Therefore, the gap in Facebook dataset between the topological and activity-based approach is much higher than that in Epinions dataset.
Conclusion
We have presented the activity-base social influence model based on activity enhanced heat diffusion kernel and a suite of activity influence rank based top k algorithms. Our activity-based heat diffusion model has made three unique contributions. First, we introduced a novel mechanism to extend the heat diffusion model by effectively incorporating both interactive and non-interactive activities. Second, we develop a suite of top k influence rank based node selection algorithms by minimizing the overlapping in the node coverage of top k most influential nodes, including independent influence rank, (b) locally optimal influence rank and (c) globally optimal influence rank using Hill Climbing algorithm. Finally we conduct an extensive series of experiments on three representative real-world social network datasets to show the effectiveness of our activitybased social influence model and influence rank algorithms. Compared to the existing topology-based influence diffusion model, the activity-based social influence model considers not only topology of a social network but also activity sensitive attributes such as interactive activities and non-interactive activities.
